Methodology: The Astrological Algorithm for
Discovering Your Destiny: Your Karma
Mission and Purpose in Life
As explained in the last three paragraphs in the section: “Simple
Methodology: Making Logical Sense of Intuitive Astrology,”, we are born with
the natural ability, talent or skill to do one of three things exceptionally: LEAD
(be cardinal), ORGANIZE (be fixers) or COMMUNICATE (be mutable). And
in doing so, our fellow man will (consciously or unconsciously) be inspired,
motivated, ennobled, or encouraged to find theirs. Astrology’s perfected order
that divide the twelve signs of the zodiac, also separates them into those
categories of Leaders, Organizers and Communicators, by way of what I refer
to as their light and dark side characteristics (as elaborated on in Chapter 3 of
the this book-pages 82-91) and their planetary characteristics (as elaborated on
in Chapter 5 of this book-pages 96-104). This is where the years of being
bombarded with adjectives describing what a particular sign’s personality
characteristics are become useful for something. For years, no other astrology
book could make sense of why I needed to know this-hence, why I wrote my
own astrology book-to explain why those sign’s personality characteristics are
worth knowing about (and make it not only make sense to you, but to show you
just “how” it can be useful to you, as well). Who cares that Cancer is usually a
homebody, great parent, moody, thrifty, security conscious, intuitive, psychic,
emotional, sensitive and domestic? We’ve read that in practically every
astrology book written. It’s time to know “why” and “how” those personality
characteristics can be useful virtues, or crippling vices.
As previously stated, all 12 signs of the zodiac have a karmic mission/
function to lead (be cardinal), organize (be fixers) or communicate (be mutable):
LEADERS
Aries
Libra
Capricorn
Cancer

ORGANIZERS
Taurus
Scorpio
Aquarius
Leo

COMMUNICATORS
Gemini
Sagittarius
Pisces
Virgo

Characteristics (as elaborated on in Chapter 3 of the this book-pages
82-91, and Chapter 5 pages 96-104) can be separated into virtues or vices per
zodiac sign (as demonstrated in those chapters). Those characteristics are more
than useful in [the usual] explanation of determining ones astrological compatibility with another person of another astrological sign. They are also useful in
helping you to determine what fields of study and occupations best suit you, as
per the light & dark characteristics, as shown on those pages 82-91 & 96-104.
(At the end of the book in the “Discovering Your Karma Mission and Purpose in
Life” chapter, pages 184-200, I will list a generous amount of these fields and
occupations per sign in which-by way of your rising sign-if you are making a life
or a living by doing; your natural talents, skills and abilities enable you to do
them-exceptionally). The reason why this is important and beneficial to you, is
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because in our karmic mission to lead, organize or communicate, we are either
doing it by:
· Free will
· Default
· Destiny
As previously mentioned, this book’s focus is centered around “purpose in
life” as pre-determined and in accordance with your birth placement’s order that
you fell in to (at birth). Destiny’s purpose in life is not by way of free will, nor is
it by default. My logical, astrological methodology lead me to the belief
that destiny’s karma mission and purpose in life can be found by way of
your Rising sign only.
How is this so? I’ll explain:

We all have a: Sun sign, Moon sign, and a Rising/Ascendant sign
(which I include charts for within this book, to help you find: page 28your Sun sign, pages 30-77-your Moon sign and page 78-your Rising/
Ascendant sign).
Our Sun sign is first=Ego.
Our Moon sign is second=Id.
Our Rising sign is third=Spirit/Transcendent.

(From there, in astrology, we do have a: Mercury sign, Venus sign,
Mars sign, Jupiter sign, Saturn sign, Uranus sign, Neptune sign and Pluto
sign. Like my showing you how to find your Sun, Moon and Rising sign;
there are charts to find out what constellation was located at what planet
during your time, date, and month of your birth.In this entire book
however, we are keeping the focus on just your Sun sign, Moon sign and
Rising signs). After we help you find out your Sun, Moon and Rising Signs, we
focus on the zodiac sign opposite your Sun sign, Moon sign and Rising sign. We
will elaborate on the reason why in Chapter 13’s (7-7) Pattern of Opposition on
pages 154-156. But here is the short answer as to why:
By way of the methodology I accidentally discovered (as true for me), my
Rising sign is Virgo. Opposite Virgo is Pisces. Both, Virgo and Pisces are
Mutable signs whose karma mission is life is to Communicate. There are several
ways to communicate, but as explained previously: we are all gifted with the
exceptional ability, talent or skill to lead, organize or communicate some thing
that our fellow man will be in receipt of (subconsciously or consciously).
Whatever it is, it shall motivate, inspire, ennoble or encourage him to find and
learn his.
My karmic mission and purpose in life (as found through my Rising sign
of Virgo) opposite it: Pisces, both-whose missions in life are to communicate/be
mutable, happens to be by way of conversation. I am an effective, vibrating and
vibrant conversationalist. But moreover, an exceptional writer-which happens to
be a talent, skill, ability that comes naturally to me. As a result, it is my belief
that it is my karmic mission in life to communicate (via writing) and this book is
such that I am communicating to you-in hopes that you too, will find yours…
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